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Abstract

We consider the capacitated vehicle routing problem (VRP): a fixed fleet of delivery
vehicles of uniform capacity must service at minimal transit cost from a common de-
pot known customer demand for a single commodity. This problem is modeled as a
side-constrained traveling salesman problem (TSP). Among the additional constraints
are the vehicle capacity restrictions, analogous to TSP subtour elimination constraints.
We present several variants of a branch-and-cut algorithm for this VRP model, with
separation methodology for the capacity restrictions based on the TSP polyhedral re-
laxation. Specifically, when standard procedures fail to separate a candidate point, we
attempt to separate it via decomposition into a convex combination of TSP tours; if
successful, the tours present in this decomposition are examined for violated capacity
restrictions, and if not, the Farkas Theorem provides a hyperplane separating the point
from the TSP polytope. Computational results are given for an implementation within
the parallel branch-and-cut framework COMPSys; the platform is the IBM SP2 of the
Cornell Theory Center.
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1 Introduction

We consider the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), introduced by Dantzig and Ramser [9]: a
central depot {0} uses k independent delivery vehicles, each of limited capacity C, to service
integral demands di for a single commodity from customers i ∈ N = {1, · · · , n}. Delivery is
to be accomplished at minimum total cost, with cij denoting the transit cost from i to j,
for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n. The cost structure is assumed symmetric, i.e., cij = cji and cii = 0.

Evidently, a solution for this problem consists of a partition {R1, . . . , Rk} of N into
k routes, each satisfying

∑
j∈Ri

dj ≤ C, and tours for each route specifying the service
ordering. One naturally associates this problem with the complete undirected graph with
nodes N ∪ {0}, edges E, and edge-traversal costs cij, {i, j} ∈ E. In the graph a solution
is a cloverleaf pattern whose k petals correspond to routes serviced by the k vehicles. An
integer programming formulation can be given as follows:

min
∑

e∈E

cexe

∑

e={0,j}∈E

xe = 2k

∑

e={i,j}∈E

xe = 2 ∀i ∈ N

∑

e={i,j}∈E
i∈S,j 6∈S

xe ≥ 2b(S) ∀S ⊂ N, |S| > 1

0 ≤ xe ≤ 1 ∀e = {i, j} ∈ E, i, j 6= 0
0 ≤ xe ≤ 2 ∀e = {0, j} ∈ E

xe integral ∀e ∈ E.

Here we define b(S) = d(∑i∈S di)/Ce, an obvious lower bound on the minimum number of
trucks needed to service the demand of customer set S.

The VRP is closely related to several difficult combinatorial optimization models. For
example, the question of whether a given set of customer demands can be serviced with k
vehicles of identical capacity is an instance of the bin packing model (see [13]). Moreover,
the graphical representation plainly suggests the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and
one sees easily that any TSP is just a VRP in which a single vehicle of capacity n must
service unit demands from n customers. On the other hand, the VRP can be modeled as
a restriction of the TSP by simply adjoining to the graph k − 1 additional copies of node
0 and its incident edges. A tour in the resulting graph specifies a VRP solution provided
the total demand along each of its k segments joining successive copies of the depot does
not exceed C. Thus the vehicle capacity constraints provide the sense intended here for the
word “restriction;” similarly, the TSP in this (expanded) graph is a relaxation of the VRP.

We intend to demonstrate that this relation between the TSP and VRP can be exploited
computationally, more specifically, that the polyhedral structure of the TSP provides the
basis for branch-and-cut algorithms for solving the VRP. The potential of the approach
described here was first investigated in the dissertation of Ralphs [19]. It has the obvious
inherent advantage that branch-and-cut solution methodology for the TSP can be applied
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directly to this model. The novel aspect of the VRP model rests with the capacity re-
strictions. In the following sections we introduce new separation algorithms for capacity
constraints based on the polyhedral relationship between the TSP and VRP models. We
also discuss implementational aspects of these separation procedures and give preliminary
computational results for the algorithms presented; the computing platform is the IBM SP2
parallel computer of the Cornell Theory Center.

Solving large instances of the VRP to optimality is a formidable task; several exact
solution approaches have been attempted. The use of 1 − tree Lagrangian relaxation as
a TSP solution procedure [14] is extended to the VRP using k − trees in [10]. Set par-
titioning also provides a natural approach for solving the VRP (see [4, 12, 8, 11, 1]). In
this formulation, for each S ⊆ N one assigns cost cS as the TSP tour cost for S, provided∑

i∈S di ≤ C, and cS = ∞, otherwise. Then one seeks the minimum cost k-partition of
N . Finally, various implementations of branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut for the VRP
have been investigated in [16, 18, 5, 6, 2, 3].

2 Capacity Constraint Separation

We return now to the model suggested above in which the VRP is viewed as a restriction
of the TSP model obtained by adding k − 1 copies of the depot node to the VRP network.
(There are no edges among the k depot nodes.) As indicated, a TSP tour provides a feasible
VRP solution when its segments between consecutive copies of the depot obey the capacity
limitation. We denote by T the TSP polytope, i.e., the convex hull of incidence vectors of all
tours, and by R the polytope generated by tours corresponding to feasible VRP solutions.
Thus R ⊆ T and the extremal elements of R are among those of T .

The following narrative description presumes familiarity with the use of branch-and-cut
to optimize over R. When separation routines determine some new valid inequality for
R, violated by the current optimal solution for the LP approximation to R, we CUT, i.e.,
add this inequality to the LP approximation and re-optimize the LP. When all separation
attempts fail, we BRANCH, i.e., grow the enumeration tree. We assume that the usual
elementary TSP degree-2 and bounding constraints are included in the LP approximation
to R throughout the course of the algorithm.

Suppose now that the LP solver has returned an integer-valued optimal solution x̂.
Since the elementary TSP constraints are included in the LP, when x̂ 6∈ T , x̂ must be
disconnected and hence must violate some subtour elimination constraint for T , so the
algorithm continues with CUT. On the other hand, when x̂ ∈ T , we consider whether
x̂ ∈ R. If not, then x̂ must violate a capacity restriction determined from some depot-to-
depot segment of the tour corresponding to x̂, so we can CUT. Finally, when x̂ ∈ R, then
x̂ provides an optimal solution for the VRP and the procedure terminates.

Thus we assume henceforth that x̂ is not integer-valued. Moreover, if x̂ violates some
valid inequality for the TSP, e.g., a subtour elimination or comb constraint, then this
inequality can be used to CUT. Thus we assume further that no violated constraints are
available from TSP separation methodology and we focus on separation procedures related
to the capacity restrictions.
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Separation heuristics for capacity constraints. First we apply several simple heuris-
tics in an attempt to determine a capacity constraint violated by x̂. These heuristics work
within the support graph generated by the edge subset {e : x̂e > 0}. We assume that this
support graph is connected, since if not, any connected component of the graph immediately
induces a violated capacity constraint.

The connected components heuristic considers one-by-one the components of the support
graph after removing the depot. Suppose S is the node set of such a component. If x̂ violates
the capacity restriction determined by S, we CUT. If not, we replace S ← S\{v}, with v ∈ S

chosen so that violation becomes more likely after its removal, and the procedure iterates
until no such node can be found. If the process discovers no violated cut, we move on to
consider the next component of the support graph. A variant was also implemented, the
2-connected components heuristic, which begins with the 2-edge connected components of
the support graph after removal of the depot.

The shrinking heuristic was first suggested for the TSP in [7]. This procedure considers
the edges of the support graph. If the two endnodes of any edge determine a capacity
constraint violated by x̂ (i.e., the set S = {i, j} induces a violated capacity constraint), we
CUT. If not, we define weights ωe = x̂e for each edge e of the support graph. Now suppose
e = {i, j} satisfies ωe ≥ 1. In this case we shrink(contract) edge e in the usual manner,
identifying its endnodes and summing components of ω for edges which are identified in
consequence. It is not difficult to see that this shrinking process does not interfere with
violated capacity constraints: if S induces a violated capacity constraint, then there must
exist a set S

′
with either i, j ∈ S

′
or i, j 6∈ S

′
which also induces a violated capacity

restriction (see [19] for details). Thus the heuristic proceeds iteratively, alternately shrinking
an edge e for which ωe ≥ 1 and checking whether any pair of endnodes determines a violated
capacity restriction. If a violated constraint is produced, we CUT; if not, the procedure
iterates until there is no edge e with ωe ≥ 1.

The extended shrinking heuristic is based on the minimum cut algorithm suggested by
Nagamochi and Ibaraki in [17] and is similar in spirit to the shrinking heuristic described
above. In this extension of the basic algorithm, shrinking continues with edges of weight less
than one in the order prescribed by the Nagamochi-Ibaraki algorithm. As in the shrinking
heuristic, each edge is checked before contraction to determine whether it induces a vio-
lated capacity constraint. Because the sequence of edges is chosen in such a way that each
cut examined is “small,” this algorithm should lead to the discovery of violated capacity
constraints not discovered by the other heuristics.

Convex decomposition of x̂. If the heuristics fail to produce a violated capacity con-
straint, we attempt to determine whether x̂ lies within T by expressing x̂ as a convex
combination of incidence vectors of tours, i.e., of extreme points of T . This is, needless
to say, difficult at best, and the reader should for the moment put aside consideration of
exactly how this is to be accomplished. I.e., where T denotes the matrix whose columns are
the extreme points of T , we are asking: {∃? λ ≥ 0 s.t. Tλ = x̂,

∑
i λi = 1}. If such a decom-

position of x̂ into a convex combination of tour vectors is possible, Carathéodory’s Theorem
assures only a modest number of columns of T will be required. Note that when x̂ violates a
VRP capacity constraint and x̂ is a convex combination of tour vectors, then some member
of the decomposition must also violate that capacity restriction; see [19] for an example
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of this. Thus, given such a convex representation for x̂, we examine the depot-to-depot
segments of its tours in an attempt to find a violated capacity restriction. If successful, this
inequality is returned to CUT. If not, i.e., when there is a convex decomposition of x̂ (hence
x̂ ∈ T ) without an evident capacity violation, then separation fails and we must BRANCH.

Note that when no convex decomposition of x̂ exists, then x̂ 6∈ T and the Farkas
Theorem provides a hyperplane separating x̂ from T . Specifically, in this case there must
exist a vector a and scalar α for which at+α ≥ 0 for each column t of T , yet ax̂+α < 0. Here
ax ≥ −α is returned to CUT, and the process iterates. The actual values for a, α which
define the inequality ax ≥ −α are easily determined from any basic solution displaying
infeasibility of the LP max{0λ : Tλ = x̂,

∑
i λi = 1, λ ≥ 0}; see [19] for details.

We suggest two means for dealing with the intractability of matrix T . First, note that
any tour present in a convex decomposition of x̂ must conform to x̂, i.e., contain no edge
e for which x̂e = 0 and contain every edge e for which x̂e = 1. Thus when the fractional
support of x̂, those edges e for which 0 < x̂e < 1, is of small cardinality, we can simply
enumerate all such tours and thereby create T explicitly. This was the approach used to
obtain the computational results presented below.

A second approach uses column generation to handle T implicitly. Here T is comprised
of only a partial collection of tours. The algorithm proceeds as before, asking whether x̂
is a convex combination of the columns of T . When a convex representation is found, we
again check whether any of its tours provides a depot-to-depot segment violating the truck
capacity limitation. If so, we CUT, and if not, we BRANCH, as earlier. Also as before,
when there is no convex decomposition of x̂ using the known tours, the Farkas Theorem
provides a, α for which at+α ≥ 0 for each column t of T , but ax̂+α < 0. Now we minimize
a over T using TSP optimization techniques. Suppose t∗ is the incidence vector of the
optimal tour which results. If at∗ ≥ −α, then the minimization guarantees that ax ≥ −α

separates x̂ from T , so this inequality is passed to CUT. If at∗ < −α, then t∗ is not among
the columns of T , so t∗ is appended to T and we ask again whether a convex decomposition
of x̂ can be obtained from the columns of T . And so the process iterates. We have not yet
tested the feasibility or computational effectiveness of this second approach.

Figure 1 gives a schematic summary of three algorithms based on the present discussion.
Algorithm I exploits only TSP separation methodology and the simple VRP heuristics for
determining violated capacity constraints. Algorithm II attempts further to find violated
capacity constraints from depot-to-depot segments of tours present in a convex decom-
position of x̂; matrix T , whose columns are incidence vectors of candidate tours for this
representation, is determined by enumeration of all tours conforming to x̂. Algorithm III is
similar to II with column generation via solution of TSP subproblems being used to produce
the (partial) tour matrix T .

3 Computational Results

The separation routines were embedded in the generic, fully parallel branch-and-cut frame-
work COMPSys developed in Ralphs[19] and Ladányi[15]. The details of the implementation
of this shell will appear in a later paper. Our test bed consisted of problems taken from the
TSPLIB[20] repository of TSP and related problem instances. Seven of these are from the
test set used by Christofides and Eilon in [5], which is included among the VRP instances
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Three VRP Algorithms
Does x̂ violate a TSP inequality (subtour elimination, comb,· · ·)?

YES: → CUT.
NO: Does x̂ violate a capacity constraint produced by simple heuristics?

YES: → CUT.
NO: (I) → BRANCH.

∗ (II)&(III) Is x̂ a convex combination of columns of T ?
YES: Does x̂ violate a depot-to-depot capacity restriction

for some tour in the convex representation of x̂?
YES: → CUT.
NO: → BRANCH.

NO: Farkas Theorem provides ax ≥ −α violated by x̂,
verified by all columns of T .
(II) → CUT.
(III) Where t∗ solves minx∈T ax, does t∗ violate ax ≥ −α?

YES: Append t∗ to T and repeat from ∗ above.
NO: → CUT.

Figure 1: Three branch-and-cut algorithms for the VRP.

in TSPLIB. The remaining problems are TSP instances that have been converted to VRP
models with unit demand for each customer; the truck capacity is arbitrarily assigned in
each model. The model characteristics are given in Table 1. Note that the final column of
the table describes the nature of the cost computation. In euclidean and geographic prob-
lems, costs are specified implicitly and must be calculated using 2-dimensional coordinates
(euclidean problems) or latitude and longitude (geographic problems).

In Table 2 we give the results of test runs with 1,2,4, and 8 processors using Algorithm
I of Figure 1, i.e., with only the use of the heuristic separation routines for the capacity
constraints. The data given for individual problem instances are for runs with a single
processor. In the final four lines of the table, data are presented for totals of enumeration
tree size, CPU time, and elapsed time over all problems. Note, in particular, that the
speed-up due to parallelism is roughly linear.

Our work with the decomposition algorithm is still in its preliminary stage. We have
implemented Algorithm II of Figure 1 by using a simple brute-force enumeration of tours
conforming to the support graph of each fractional solution delivered to the algorithm; this
enumeration is carried out whenever the heuristics fail to locate violated cuts. Tables 3–5
give the results of these runs.

The algorithm is successful when judged in terms of its ability to discover violated
capacity constraints not found by the simple heuristic procedures, and thereby avoid growth
of the branch-and-cut tree. But the price paid in execution time needed to produce these
new cuts is prohibitive in the present implementation. The data for the smaller models
grouped in tables 3 and 5 show that a convex decomposition is found in about 70% of the
times the decomposition algorithm is called. Moreover, the average number of tours needed
in a decomposition is quite small (Decomp cols in Table 5) and violated cuts are produced
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Table 1: Test problems

Problem Customers Routes (
∑

di) /C Demands Costs
eil13 12 4 3.03 variable explicit

ulysses16 15 3 3.00 uniform geographic
gr17 16 3 2.67 uniform explicit
gr21 20 3 2.86 uniform explicit
eil22 21 4 3.75 variable euclidean 2D

ulysses22 21 4 3.50 uniform geographic
eil23 22 3 2.26 variable euclidean 2D
gr24 23 4 3.29 uniform explicit
fri26 25 3 2.50 uniform explicit

bayg29 28 4 3.50 uniform explicit
bays29 28 5 4.67 uniform explicit
eil30 29 3 2.83 variable euclidean 2D
eil31 30 7 6.45 variable explicit
eil33 32 4 3.67 variable euclidean 2D

swiss42 41 5 4.56 uniform explicit
gr48 47 3 2.94 uniform explicit
hk48 47 4 3.13 uniform explicit
att48 47 4 3.13 uniform euclidean 2D
eil51 50 5 4.85 variable euclidean 2D

Table 2: Computational results: Algorithm I

Problem Tree Size Tree Depth CPU sec Wallclock
eil13 15 4 0.16 1.23
eil22 3 1 0.09 0.73
eil23 5 2 0.05 0.65
eil30 7993 31 169.63 240.34
eil31 277 38 5.79 9.32
eil33 443 21 15.01 21.50

bayg29 137 10 3.62 5.53
bays29 215 31 4.39 6.91

ulysses16 59 9 0.60 1.46
ulysses22 735 16 12.15 19.52

gr17 1 0 0.02 0.30
gr21 29 9 0.87 1.89
gr24 271 17 5.26 8.69
fri26 499 16 6.65 11.56

swiss42 973 18 46.79 61.75
att48 3635 26 126.53 162.24
gr48 7581 30 345.38 420.89
hk48 5771 36 253.17 312.33
eil51 3141 19 186.49 224.84

Total (1 processor) 31783 1182.40 1509.88
Total (2 processors) 31011 1103.61 748.21
Total (4 processors) 28777 1093.44 380.41
Total (8 processors) 26947 1018.00 214.49
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Table 3: Computational results: Algorithm II (smaller models, one processor)

problem Tree Size CPU sec Wallclock Decomp Calls Decomps Found Cuts Imposed
eil13 12 0.50 1.76 12 12 6
eil22 5 0.18 0.83 1 1 0
eil23 1 0.06 0.55 1 1 1
eil30 9869 1754.72 1849.24 7866 6061 2584
eil31 241 1648.75 1666.19 440 377 296
eil33 455 1063.09 1078.43 396 180 108

bayg29 31 52.44 54.04 39 31 22
bays29 31 54.26 55.83 31 23 16

ulysses16 1 0.30 0.74 3 3 3
ulysses22 225 190.45 195.10 253 159 98

gr17 1 0.05 0.32 0 0 0
gr21 5 1.92 2.50 10 10 8
gr24 15 20.76 21.56 23 18 13
fri26 119 6.58 8.09 81 66 22
Total 11010 4794.06 4935.19 9155 6942 3177

Table 4: Computational results: Algorithm II (larger models, four processors)

problem Tree Size CPU sec Wallclock Decomp Calls Decomps Found Cuts Imposed
swiss42 923 7499.47 1923.13 822 159 102
att48 3889 13293.98 3397.01 2293 484 208
gr48 7419 13147.62 3340.21 2574 200 121
hk48 4081 15172.45 3847.80 2758 268 154
eil51 2305 19801.86 5043.44 1239 20 14
Total 18617 68915.38 17551.59 9686 1131 599

Table 5: Decomposition statistics: Algorithm II (smaller models, one processor)

problem Calls LP cols Decomps Decomp cols Cuts Num cuts Max cols No cols
eil13 12 58.4 12 6.3 6 3.0 0 0
eil22 1 10.0 1 4.0 0 0.0 0 1
eil23 1 16.0 1 2.0 1 2.0 0 0
eil30 7866 101.3 6061 6.5 2584 5.5 106 148
eil31 440 385.3 377 10.0 296 5.0 87 0
eil33 396 646.2 180 10.6 108 9.8 191 9

bayg29 39 348.6 31 9.2 22 6.1 5 0
bays29 31 439.7 23 9.7 16 4.9 9 0

ulysses16 3 101.0 3 7.7 3 6.3 0 0
ulysses22 253 502.0 159 9.9 98 3.1 82 0

gr17 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0
gr21 10 153.8 10 7.5 8 4.6 0 0
gr24 23 352.7 18 9.7 13 5.2 4 0
fri26 81 38.2 66 5.4 22 4.2 0 6

Total/avg. 9155 225.2 6942 7.0 3177 4.3 484 164
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nearly 50% of the time when a decomposition is found (compare Cuts, Decomps); often
several violated cuts are produced from the tours in a single decomposition (averages are
given in Num cuts). The limit of 1000 columns (tours) in the decomposition LP is reached
only about 10% of the time (Max cols), confirming the relative sparsity of the support
graph; it is rarely the case that no tours exist in the support graph (No cols). Nevertheless,
the execution times for Table 3 often exceed those of Table 2 by an order of magnitude,
sometimes two. This timing comparison also holds for the larger models (see Table 4);
here a ten second limit was imposed on each call to the decomposition routine in order to
moderate the time spent in tour enumeration.

These results show plainly that the column generator is the crucial element for efficient
execution of the decomposition algorithm. We are presently considering several means to
improve its efficiency, including an implementation of Algorithm III of Figure 1. Another
possibility is parallelization of the tour enumeration; since usually only a few tours are
required in a decomposition, in general it should not be necessary to generate all tours in
order to achieve decomposition. And in [19] it is suggested that a tour pool of candidate
tours for decomposition be maintained, much in the spirit of the cut pool in branch-and-cut
methodology.

A further possibility is to examine additional classes of valid inequalities for the VRP.
Other classes may also lend themselves to easier separation for extreme points of the tour
polytope than for a general fractional solution. If a fractional solution can be decomposed,
then it must violate some side constraint. Thus one could possibly justify the considerable
computational effort required to obtain a decomposition through its power to produce more
violated side constraints.
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